Benefits of Steam Cleaning Carpets - Why You Should Try

Given the benefits of steam cleaning carpets, it’s only vital that you ensure your carpet is steam cleaned at least once a year.

(Newswire.net -- April 2, 2019) -- Steam cleaning has been one of the most significant advances in carpet cleaning over the past few decades. It’s widely popular as a way to deep clean your carpets and get rid of dirt and debris that’s embedded deeply into your carpet fibers. Steam cleaners use the power of water in vapor form to penetrate carpet fibers, leaving it clean and spotless.

Here are some of the benefits of steam cleaning carpets.

Benefits of Steam Cleaning Carpets

Remove Pollutants
Vacuuming your carpet may get rid of some dirt, dust and contaminants, but vacuum cleaners are unable to reach debris that’s stuck to carpet fibers. Steam cleaning utilities a hot water jet system that’s designed to break down ground-in dirt and remove it from your carpet. Hot water will also kill germs and bacteria that can cause diseases and compromise the health of your family members and pets.

Clearing Dust Mites
Dust mites are microscopic organisms that are known to release allergens. They live in beddings, upholstered furniture, mattresses, soft fabric toys and curtains and mostly thrive in warm, moist environments. Dust mites typically feed on fungi, pet dander, flakes of human skin, bacteria and pollen.

The first and most critical step when dealing with dust mites is prevention. You can do this by regularly vacuuming your carpets with a HEPA filter. These specialized filters are designed to trap dust mites and the dander they feed on as you vacuum. Steam cleaning, on the other hand, kills any dust mites living in your carpet as they cannot survive the high temperatures involved in the process.

Extends Your Carpet’s Life
Today’s carpets rarely show signs of wearing out. Instead, they gradually lose their original beauty and color as dirt and traffic take their toll. To retain your carpet’s unique look and feel, be sure to have it deep cleaned with a steamer and get rid of dirt that’s deeply embedded into the carpet fibers. If you can’t get it deep cleaned as often, you can make your own homemade powder carpet cleaner to maintain the freshness of your carpet.

Refresh and Rejuvenate Your Carpet
Steam extraction will rejuvenate your carpet and give it a new, fresh look. You can be sure the carpet fibers will look as good as new, giving your carpet a bright and vibrant appearance. Your carpet will also be free from spills, stains and other contaminants that make it look old, dirty and neglected.

Steam Cleaning is Safe
Steam cleaning will not harm your carpet or the environment. The process typically involves spraying safe, biodegradable cleaning agents that will not damage your carpet, making it a much safer cleaning method compared to using harsh chemicals while shampooing that could ruin your investment. Invest in steam cleaning your carpet and get the most out of your investment.
Bottom Line

Your carpet plays a critical role in the comfort and appearance of your home. Given the benefits of steam cleaning carpets, it’s only vital that you ensure your carpet is steam cleaned at least once a year. Hire professional carpet cleaners to steam clean your carpet, and it will continue to serve you well for many years to come.
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